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SESSION GOALS

§ Address questions about CSR implementation

§ Gain ideas for additional scaffolding

§ Identify goals and next steps

Poll  #1 & 2



WHAT DO YOU THINK?

Use the chat feature to address any of the following questions:

§What have you tried in your classroom related to CSR 
or other ideas from PD?
§What questions do you have?
§What tips can I offer?

§**At any time during the session today, use the 
chat feature to ask questions or to share ideas.





CSR STRATEGIES:
ADDITIONAL SCAFFOLDS



SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTION: MODIFY THE 
LEARNING LOG
Create a modified Learning Log for students with learning differences before the 
lesson that minimizes some of  the required writing and offers support for certain 
sections.

Modifying the learning log scaffolds the process that students practice. Students 
may still need additional: 

•Explicit instruction

•Modeling

•Practice opportunities

•*See examples on the toolkit in the CSR Advanced PD: Learning Differences section 
(toolkit.csrcolorado.org)



PREVIEW SCAFFOLDS Modify the Learning Log 



ü Provide additional support during 
brainstorm.

ü Highlight or bold key information.



ü Provide a word bank for the 
brainstorm.



DURING READING SCAFFOLDS Modify the Learning Log 



ü Include strategy cues.

ü Suggest clunk and fix-up strategy.

CLUNKS



ü Provide most important who/what and key 
terms.

GIST



ü Provide most important who/what and key 
ideas.

GIST



ü Provide most important who/what and 
sentence starter.

ü Provide a word bank.



AFTER READING SCAFFOLDS Modify the Learning Log 



ü Pre-determine question type.
ü Provide question starters.

QUESTIONS



ü Provide instructions.
ü Use a word bank.
ü Provide lines for writing.

REVIEW



REVIEW

ü Provide extended sentence starters.



REVIEW

ü Use the text to justify your review statement.

Review:	Write	a	review	statement	containing	the	most	important	information	from	the	
passage.	Then,	highlight in	your	text	the	evidence that	shows	where	your	ideas	came	
from.

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________



REVIEW

ü Use gists to scaffold summary writing.

Write	a	summary	paragraph	using	the	following	format.

1. sentence	(state	the	topic	of	this	passage	in	a	complete	sentence).

2. Gist	1.

3. Gist	2.

4. Gist	3.

5. Conclusion	sentence	(connect	to	purpose):



REVIEW

ü Provide most important information and 
have students arrange in order.

ü You might also include details and 
important information – students have to 
select which information is the most 
important.

Bullying is a form of violence that hurts people.



FINE TUNE STRATEGY USE A few examples



CLICK AND CLUNK-REVIEW PROCESSS



CLICK AND CLUNK-ROLE PLAY



STRATEGY OBSERVATION

1. Watch a CSR video with students.
2. Use note catcher to identify student and teacher 

behaviors.
3. Set goals.
4. Practice.
5. Reflect.

**Note catchers are in the video library with some of the videos. They 
include “answer keys.” 

*Consider videoing a student group and observing as a small group or class. 







WHAT QUESTIONS DO
YOU HAVE???

WHAT ARE YOUR NEXT STEPS WITH CSR?
--USE THE CHAT FEATURE.


